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AUTHOR'S NOTE:In answer to all the very important comments, this is the professionally re-edited

version, previously released on July 24th.This book is PART OF A SERIES. Not a HEA and not a

Cliffhanger...somewhere in between.-ALL PERSONNEL TO BATTLE STATIONS! Words that would

change the fate of what remains of humanity. As a third generation searcher, it never occurred to

Clary Starborn that she might someday be in charge of anything other than her little botany lab. One

hundred and fifty years ago the most powerful countries of Earth built and launched five ships. Ships

meant to carry what remained of humanity out into the space beyond their known galaxy to search

for a new home. From birth, they had trained and drilled, prepared as best they could for the

inevitable contact with other species. One hundred and fifty years, and their first contact with alien

life is hostile. The starship Aria is under attack. Within a matter of hours, the crew of thousands is

decimated.-PRIMARY TARGET ACQUIRED. PREPARE TO ENGAGE. The First Warship came out

of the Void and Tarek, Commander of the Sarazen Armada, had anticipated the victory of finally

destroying the enemy ship that had been evading him for weeks. Instead, they come upon a smaller

vessel, woefully unequipped to deal with the bombardment of the attacking Naâ€™ah. One shuttle

managed to escape with seven life signs registering. Tarek ordered the shuttle to board the Sarazen

warship, never even considering one of the fragile beings on board, might be his One. Nothing could

have prepared Clary for Tarek. She had never seen anything like him, never experienced the rush

of instant connection or deep yearning to be called, his One. She didnâ€™t know what it would

mean for her or the other human survivors. But the offer of a new home, a new solar system to

explore and a gigantic alien mate who claimed she was his to share it with, was far too good an

offer to pass up.
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I can't say enough about this book. It is one of the best new stories I have read this year. I can't

believe the depth and range of storytelling Wroth has provided us. Too many stories today leave me

wanting because of their lack of complexity and character building. This story has 5 love stories

paralleling the main hero/heroine storyline which provide us with plenty of variations to what

happens when Sarazens first meet Earth women. I would love to read any of their stories today.The

Sarazens are alien shape shifters with a wonderful new culture to explore. Our females experience

all kind of unexpected changes during their mating experiences and there is plenty of

misunderstandings between couples and danger from plots once they reach the Saracen's home

planet.

Ms. Wroth has such a way with words, describing in exquisite detail, the Sarazen world that the

human survivors find themselves thrust upon. The imagery of the human women changing into their

feline form for the first time, the struggles they face endeavoring to understand their roles in the ever

changing landscape of their pride and the bonds they forge with their Sarazen mates, is exciting to

witness. I look forward to immersing myself in the next installment of the Sarazen saga.

I really liked this book. Taric is the commander of the Sarazen's armada and saves Clary and thirty

some humans (out of ten thousand) from vicious other aliens who wanted to eat all of them. Taric is

a shifter species that recognizes their mates by scent, so knows right away that Clary is his mate.

This is my kind of shifter story. A bunch of stuff happens so it is exciting and romantic and I really

liked that it is long enough. There are so many short stories out there any more. I definitely

recommend this book and have already bought the second story in the series. I certainly hope there



will be more coming. Enjoy! Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â€

I really loved this book. These types of aliens finding their soulmates by finding humans romance

stories are one of my guilty pleasures, but I usually have a love-hate relationship with them because

it usually annoys me the way the female characters are written. This one was amazing though. I felt

all the women had fleshed out characterizations, motivations, and internal mental lives of their own.

They didn't let the male main characters run roughshod over them just because of their "instincts"

which were also handled very well too. The male MCs were ones I could respect because it was

obvious they respected the female MCs (after some stumbling points of course). Just because they

were different they didn't get a pass for glossing over those cultural differences and the women

didn't got along because they were hot. Basically, the male MC fell in love instantly, but he had to

work to prove the female MC should trust and love him back.What I write after this will contain some

spoilers, so if you don't like that you should stop reading now.One of the other things I loved about

this book are that all of the women of the alien species weren't completely ignored. There were

comparisons and differences, but they weren't blatantly framed as being lesser (in this book at

least). They existed and did show up shortly. Hopefully they'll be involved in future books because

they're being attached to two human crew members who were kind of singled out in this one as

possible future MCs. This is one of the few alien romance stories that doesn't conveniently leave out

that human men could be chosen as mates too. If the author chooses to expand those stories I'll

eagerly await them and read them as well.*I updated this review slightly after reading the second

book (1.1).

I have never read Ms. Wroth before, but I will certainly seek out her current and future books! Clary,

our heroine, started out as strong, responsible and caring, but not particularly confident in her own

abilities or worth. After saving a small group of crew mates from certain death during an attack on

the ship in which she served, she is rescued and almost immediately identified as the life mate of

Terak, the commander of the Sarazens. If you're looking for a story with a strong female lead and a

huge, scary warrior, who rather than attempting to force submission, feels genuine pride in how

strong his mate is and revels in the alpha female she becomes, then this is the book for you!! The

characters (including the secondary ones) were very well written. The plot was substantive and kept

my interest. I don't think I skipped a single paragraph. There were a couple of editing/grammatical

errors, but they really didn't detract from the story. Excellent book. Thank you, Ms. Wroth.



I thoroughly enjoyed reading this book! He knew she was the one for him from the beginning, but

there was plenty of time for the relationship to develop before they hit the sheets. I genuinely liked

both the H and h - both characters had realistic reactions and seemed to grow over the course of

the book. While there was some plot beyond the romance, the focus was mostly on their

relationship and getting to know/understand each other.The only criticism I had was that the author

could have used a good editor. Paragraphs ran together, so I had to work at figuring out who was

talking some of the time; that detracted a bit from the story. It was still totally worth reading and will

be added to my favorites list to read again.Overall, very well done, and I can't wait to see what this

author writes next!!! Please keep 'em coming!
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